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Governor’s Energy Summit

• Strong Ohio History in Resource Extraction & Manufacturing
  • High energy demands
• Need for Ohio to Have & Grow its Competitive Advantage
  • Utilize state natural resources
• Manufacturing, Oil & Gas Industries Largely Represented
  • Ohio is & will continue to experience a shale gas industry boom
• Environmental Regulations Needed, as Long as Economic and Job Growth Not Hampered
• General Consensus that Alternative/Renewable Energy is Good, Creates Jobs, Diversifies Energy Supply, Secure Supply
  • SB 221 is working
• More Work is Needed to Prepare Future Workforce
Summit videos archived at:

http://www.battelle.org/conferences/ohioenergy/
Many shale plays in the US
Local Impact

• How Can Local Governments Benefit?
  • Donations/sponsorship to community center/building project
  • Partnering Industry with Education
• Meeting Local Workforce Needs
• Large Water Requirement
  • Where will it come from?
  • Where and how will it be cleaned/disposed/released/reused?
• Emergency Response/ Preparedness
  • Is the volunteer squad prepared & trained in oil/gas well response
  • Training course needed & supplied by industry?
• Site Reclamation
• Increased Road Traffic
  • Roadway Damage and Repair
• Liability
• Housing
  • Low income housing will/may become scarce
Discussion

• Remaining questions from Ohio Farm Bureau Federation presentation?

• What are your concerns and how can we help?
  • Short-term concerns (1-12 months)
  • Long-term concerns (12+ months)

• Ideas for follow up & future work?
  • Future presentations
  • Future projects or reports
    • Shale gas and others for your region